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The meeting was opened with a devotional.

Methel had to leave at 6:30. Tom Kirk was absent. Rob Smith was late because he had an American Collegiate Players' meeting at 6:00 also.

Joel announced that a general SA meeting is scheduled for next Tuesday. There will not be a regular Council meeting that night; there may be an emergency meeting on Monday but probably not. The meeting will run from 6:30 to 7:45; all campus groups and faculty members are to be asked to avoid scheduling any conflicting meetings.

Announcements of three big coming events were made:

The general SA meeting Tuesday night.

The Talent Show (Bob Brewer in charge) on December 5.

The combined Dolly Drive and Christmas Party. (A movie was originally scheduled for this date, but it will be cancelled.) This event will take place on December 14.

The Christmas Party will begin in the auditorium and end in the gym again this year. Girls' clubs will be in charge of making dolls, and boys' clubs will make up Christmas baskets. Club officers will be given instructions.

Mrs. Hart was very glad to hear about the idea of having coupons for ice cream in the dining hall. The SA is to purchase the coupons, and Mrs. Hart will use them.

Janie is to check on the recreation room in Kendall again and make sure that is is being kept open.

Jim reported that there have been complaints that the gym is not available for free play at night. Dr. Olree is to be written about this matter.

Linda reported a complaint about the laundromat's being dirty. Lott Tucker is to be written.

There was some discussion about the need for the Business Office to stay open longer and to give money on days besides Thursday. This will also be mentioned in a letter to Mr. Tucker which Joel will write.

Dr. Benson is also to be written about the possibility of printing a schedule of chapel programs in the BISON each week.

It was observed that the devotionals in chapel have become stereotyped again this year. Joel is to write Joe Hacker about this matter.

Joel has written Dean Lawyer about the sick list. Arrangements are to be made through his office if the administrator of Roger's hospital agrees to cooperate.

Lott Tucker is to be asked to have a buzzer for classes installed in the student center.
Janie is to see Mrs. McCorkle about having the clock in the student center set at the right time.

Phil Sturm has asked that the Executive Council make a study of class organization. A committee is to be appointed for that purpose.

There is to be no Pantry Shelf this year; the baskets made in conjunction with the Dolly Drive-Christmas Party will take the place of any Pantry Shelf.

There will soon be a meeting of club presidents; agenda:
- Some kind of booster program for the cross country team.
- Instructions for the Dolly Drive and Christmas baskets.
- Request to let Mrs. Hart know ahead of time about outings.

Janie reminded the Council that some kind of orientation for new students coming in at semester is to be planned.

Loverd is to see Mrs. Hart about better placement of the coat racks in the cafeteria.

The possibility of opening the library on Sunday afternoons was discussed. Also discussed were avenues for helping freshmen study through required study halls and help from wing counselors. These are to be studied further.

Glenda pointed out the need for wing counselors in the girls' dormitories. Also, there has been some complaint about the use of the intercom late at night and early in the morning.

Dr. Gilliam reported that Ron Butterfield installed the tape recorder in the dining hall and later removed it because unauthorized personnel were tampering with it. Apparently, it would be possible to extend FM speakers into the dining hall from those in the student center. The Council voted to do this if it is electrically feasible and dispose of the tape recorder later.

The question of dating to the downtown church was raised. It is supposedly permissible when accompanied by a faculty member. This question is to be studied further.

The meeting was adjourned.